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INTRODUCTION

.

. In May of 1975 we Proposed aStudy,of''the appropriateness of ins rUction.h

At that time 1e believed that educational researchers.had xpended considerable
, I.

resources to "count":teather behavidr. 'A considerable amount was already known

about the frerncy 0 higher and lower Cognitive questi-Ons'asked per unit of
.

: time% the rate of

number of probe,

low torrelatiOn4

student outcomes.

positive verbal praise, the number of criticisms madei'tke
or'

the frequency of explaining 110s, etc) put only relatively

had,been fOurid detween many of iftse v siables and. measures. of

Our work led us away-from concern with just" counting.' We

.became aware.of another dimension of interactive teachingthat also: needed some

attention, and was, perhaps, one of the characteristiCi,that--kept correlational

analyses prom revealing very much. This was the, concept of "appropriateness.",

Ih our classroom observations we hacrbecome acutely aware of the difference

between a higher cognitive questforosked after a train of thought was running No,

lout, and the same type of question aged after a series of lower cognitive

questions had been used to establish a foundation from which to explore

higher-order ideas. Teachers, we found, sometimes asked inane questions:
. .

Sometimes teachers directed questions to' thewrong chip. On one occasion'

we noticed that'positive verbal /reinf?)rcemAt was used with a new child in

the clasp,one who was trying to win peer group acceptance, andwhoie beha-
.

. *r

vior the teacher chose to use as a standard of excellende. The teacher's
. . ,

singling-out ofthe student seemed.to impede his efforts to win iccelAarice,

,

while the teacherts count in the verbal praiie category went up and up and up.
, -

,

, This accrual of hehaviok, through counting'often occurred when we knew, ';

, through our, intuition, values andexperlence, that the behaviorWas somehow ...,/
i

. .

,

.\ inappropriate. Our unComfortablehess-was noted as we recorded many'afferent
\ . .. .

4

.
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:\ aspects of techer.behavior.. Sometimes' teachers edhieve0 'a 'high rat2 of prob-
./. ,

ii.ng student responses to questions, seemingly regard = sent ,tdt t ti mil .without d for t4 tOd
....-

or the- kind of initial, response .given to the. qUestion, Some students were of-
. r

'.. * \

baeasteq
..)

by the probing, other student probes often occurred at inappropriate
. " ., N

,
.

...-

.

'.. times, and sometimes probes were not forthcoming When the, situation teemed to .

, .
. :

.

cry out for them. Q6 the Other hand, .skillful;.probing.appeared to bring out
.

. . .

a Student's kno0edge abo t an issue and allow it td be shared with tbeclass,

after a weak first-respons -wa5 given by that4tudent. In a particular inter

action a teacher's questioning could have been very sktllful,.but much infor-
.

_

matron could be lost if only fre ency was recorded. An,alogous difficulties

k
I*

in interpretation of frequency counts arose for many of the teacher behaviors'

which had begun to interest us. These diffiCultes forCed a'reassessment of

' our own strbng'behaviortstic position for the study of teachinv.. We felt that

I

frequency counts still provide very useful information, but, in our Opinion,

the qualitative dintdpiaon-, dealing with value judgments about appropriate use .

,

. . ,
. ,. ..

of skills, mustrnore strongly enter into observations of teaching. 'The

. '4=' .

"appriwiatenessu.of teachers' behavior had to be addressed i0 order to study

the informationprocessingatithdecisionmaking skills of human, teachers in

,

classroom settings.

-

We proposed the `allocation of modest resources to develop the'concept of
t

.

apPropriateness:of instrktion. The Far West Laboratory's research team in-
,

tended to spend, substantial amounts of time ln 114ade 2 and grade 5 classrooms

dut.'idg the course of data collection for,the work to be performed as part of

Phas4 III-A Continuation aftivities%, T. clinical experience was intended to

provide abasit for fut./thee-conceptualization of the appropriateness of in,

struction. The 'findings related to cbncedtions of appropriatenesS of teaching

were to be used%whenever possible; to help create the instrumentation that

a

o
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was to come out of thatifear'S effort (1975-1976). A replort on' appropriateness
.,

of instruction, outlining alternative conceptualizations of the cohceptand,

reporting on clinjcallexpe Tencs in,classrooms, was to 'be completed and sub-
,

....
_.

. .
mitted to the California. ommis'siOn for 'Teacher PreparatiOn:and Licensing by

%
,

.
.

March 31, 1g76.-q, 11

, This report ;, over a year late; is intended tO bri efly .document oue efforts

- 1

, in this area. One major reason for the delay in presenting this report is the

I
fact that we, are not fiery much closer to "understanding thiS phenomehon of

',appropriateness than we were when we started. We continue to recdgnize the

importance of the concept, and we continue to beicOnfused about how bestto

incorporate concerns about appropriateness into research designs for studying

teaching hndlearning,in classrodirsettings: NeVeftheless, we haves-some in,

sights worth:sharing.

4
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VIEWS .OF APAROPRIATENESS (
.,

' Many hour s Were spent in the observation of,Classrooms ty Far West
. . .

,

tabor:atory staff. Allof this observation/ confirmed our lylief that appro-

priateness was a variable of cojisiderable importance. As We tontinued to
.

.

'discuss, the qualitative dimensions of this phenbmenon we realized wg had
.

.

developed at least three distinct notions about what we wanted to study.

Efferent ,measurement systems, and ,.different definitions of apprOfpriatehesS

are, inherent in each view, :et

View 14 Appropriateness as Decisiton Makin;

One method of study is:*to regard the decisibn making.protess.orieachers

as the phenomenon to be judged,for.appropriateness. For example, much of what

we,think of as teaching may be characterized, in metaphoric terms, by thinking

of the teacher as a Bayesian sheepdog (Snow, 1973). As the flock, or 4p indi7

vidualanimal strays,from the group or the ilirection'intended, the sheepdog

goes.hito actfbn in order to keep things on course. The decisionssmade'differ:

*
from one moment to the next depending on:whether it is the group or the ihdi-,

viduil that is straying, and on how close to home or pasture the group is: ,

jhe teacher who has proximal and distal goals in mind constantly acts as a

Bayesian sheepdog to facilitatethe.movement of the group and the indiViduals

, .
. .

within the group to,qbtain.a particular standard of pe*rforman4 in
-

relption
.

.

tb those goals. The teacher who can arttculate the nature of the present
A

situation Ci.e., a diagnOsis) and.then propose activities with a chance of -12--

.
,

.

. .

...

remediating'the situationor facilitating change toward beiirab)e`goals'(i.e.,
. .. . .

4,0. ..",

prescriptionYcan be said to be analyzing "appropriately." In this view of

appropriateness tiT concern is with the "reasonableness" of.the teacher's'

behavior as siarticUlatld thiough'verbal reports, test items, questionnaires,
. . .

or:simUlations.! The report of the teacher's diagnostic and prescriptive

.
...' . K
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ivity;hoWevet obtained and in* whateve form,,is ybje t to evalvtion.

If th report is :judged .0 thisths would. inlicatk.that the'decision

making siells ofthe teacher areof the appropriate qualtty1expected of a

professional in this field. The judgment, of reasonableness must, necessarily,
.___.

,
e

bemade by- "experts'' or lorbfesionalt" who can attest that a particular set' i
.
, .

of Conditions are appropriately labeled or-interpreted (a diagnosis) d-that

/ the activities proposed are reasonable respon'es tp:that condition (a pre- ,

.

scription).

I

4'
L.

.

Example: "The failure ofanyone in mjr class to catch the error I made'.
,\

means that they can' do.two column additioh vdr,f.TWell, so I'd better spend '

another few days on this content area before mbving on." ,

gal

ExaMple: "Billy loVes math but I think he may be spending too matfr:tiMb.

on it. I:don't see that his reldilig is improving so PA better monitor howl
1 -

he spends his time this week and ske,if the cause is really-7 his choice of

activity."'

If some panel of experts or peers judge these diagnoses and prescriptions

of the teacher, to be reasonable, then this teacher will be_judged to be making

sf

'

4

4 decisions of the quality desired by those who are. doing the evaleation. The .

.., 4 .*

teacher may be said to now what is appropriate behavior or to know how to mik8

. . .
reasonable,judgments-about teaching situations.; This approach to the study of,

G

. teacher decision making is not very different from that of.the National Teacher'

. :. _

Examinations, a multiple-choice test in wide usage, designed to tapthe teacher's

.' 0 ;

knoWledge of ',appropriate teaartre" Items on tha t test are scored correct
.

/

if the respondent chooses the correct respome-to-an item. Correct, fol,-many,.

'items,'means that a panel of experts has judgedthis cesponse to be More

"appropriate" than others,

Note that in this view of appropriateness-as-decision-making,..the teacher

need not carry out attidhs in accordancewith the prescriptions articulated.

1
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this, view appropriateness IS Viewed fs analysis and decisionmaking, and

Is not defined to be' action or beNetior taken as a result of the,diagnostit

and prescriptiv6 activities inlieh the teacher engaged: Some of these con-

cerns

- , . . .

with the:issue of appropriateness will be addressed by the Institute for

Researph on Teaching at Michigan State Unidysity, East Lan sing, Miehigan.

,

The National Institute of Edycation (NIE) has'established the Instityte for 11

Research 'on:Teac ing to.stugy the decision making of teachers. Under the

direction of Lee hulman, iNfth'advice froM Arthur Elstein and Richard Sheyblson-,1 1

all of 'whom have °rad fn the decision making area, studies are being plan

and carried out to explore the teachers cognitive decision making-. It- is a

firm. belief of the nstitute for-Resea'rch on Teaching that a teacher's elect -

.

,sion making is intir ately linked to a teacher's behavior, and that through '

study of the decisio mekkg'processes of teadars one can influen* tie in-

-:

teraetive aspects of teeching. .

We on the RTES r cogrTIze the importance.af.this strand of researb, but

we remain committed too the study, of observable teaching behavior,. TO, our

interest in pursuing aspects connected with this. view of appropriateness has

scriptive activities'were feted as cognitive processes, ihdependent"of cer-

been limited. . .

View 2: A ro riateness s Teacher Behavior in Classroom Settin s

Iri thdfirst vier/of ppropriateness the teacherl.s diagnostic and pre-,

tain levels of interactive leaching behaVior. Narlre44this view of appropri-

ateness we add the compbnen of classroom behavior bey ,teachers to our con-
'

.cerns. By examining the Wha for of teachers, we may find that many of the-

..activities which take plaee\in lasses are done$o quickly, and with Such, a

lack of critic al 'analyses-ithat

prescriptive behaviorjof teachers

he 'rules for studying the diagnoltic,and

no longer apply. For example, the tether

who walks by a particular child an reaches out her hand to stroke fiis had '

4
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rarely,cd% articulate the particular qualities of the situation whiche6lped.

initiate that activity: Perhaps the teacher might be able toNsay,

know Johnnie always needs ajittle extra attention, so when I pass him by I

try tolshow him a little love."-wIn a sense, the activitTirlTrentitql-----

point'fbran examination of whether behavift is appropriate-.oroot and the

teachers articulation of diagnostic and prescriptive activity in relation to .

1

his or her teaching behavior is\unnecessary. In this view the activity itself

can be judged independently of the teacher's ability to articulate the diag-

nostic and prescriptive processes related to the activity. What is required
, ,

for a judgment of appropriatene5; in this Case, is the same, sort of ;panel dY

"experts" or "professionals" as was noted in the view of AppOtriatenes pre-

sented above:. Actions still need tobe judged by some competent ,review board

that can decide whether, given a certain set of conditions, the tea her's 4

activities appear to be appropriate or rOasonable. Perhaps all that needt.tx)ii
t-

be known to make these judgments are the teacher's goals. If the' goals afe

known, people,may be able to judge Whether the Bayesian sheepdog'metiphor is

holding la a partiCular situation: The advantage of this approach to the

study of appropriateness is that the teachers! actions probably.ipeak louder

than their words. Thus, in viewtwo one avoids, certain-pitfalls inherent in

view one. This behaviora.1 view was preferred by our staff for some time; but

as we continued designing the BTES stud, we ended up taking an even stronger-
e

behavioristic stand, described in view three.

1
View,3: Academic Learning -Time and Appropriateness'

The appropriateness of instruction is generally 'conceptualiia inAirms

Of ,activities' and 4'unctlons performed by the teacher, or other"structional

pers9nnel. A teacher's planning behavior, grouping ractices, questioning

,

techniques, or ihrsonal warmth may all be judged at one time or another, to.

be top ch.. less "appropriate" instruction. However, in our.Opinion,tbe,

a
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. , 'f1,---
. '

underlying lasis fbr.,evaluating tile apprgpxiateness of instructionsmust in-, '4.
/ . . . ,,, .1 ..." . . -

"vollie criteria consisting of various 'effe4i that the instruetion doe; pr 4

. 2 . . , 1 --,' ,..- :1' , ' .

does not have'on -students. TOat isi. if One,,,bie'Veves that certain. instruction.--,--,... . .
. l t , .

is appropriate ;in terms of 'the-4ealtnfil'l nee lft of -agiyen student , then one.,/
,.,,':-..

Le. '

. . , .

, must have some notion Of_the learning outcomes or learning 'behaviors that-in-.
o ,

dicate the lu'rfillment ofthose learning needs.-: ,
., .. f t ,

The value of criteria. 'The analysis of criteria for c(etermining the . .7

S

. -

e , s-..t,

appropriateness of instruction is valuable for two purposes. First, 'a
4 `, O

. criteria for appropriateness, provides the cdnceptdal 'underpinnings for the
.°. 0

gt

development of a theory of, appropriatenes* Appropriate instruction can not --)

.

be fully understood without an _exp14.0tiallikof what makes the instruction
S.

-appropriate. This. must inClude refeeence. toStrie des4ved, effects of, trpt;in-
. . .

It
t. , . .-

. Lstruciion on the students.""`.--
. 0 .

,

li Second, specificnion of criteria for appropriateness is essenTial to rile ..
. . --

_

systematic study of appropriate instruction. Such criteria would not. only,: ..

-iprovide, for the identification of appropriate instruction , Out they would
R. V

allow for theanalysis O f s t e partftuJa'r deficiencies that' bunt; in-
. - .

appropriate instruction. Presumably., theif.4

effect during any appropriate inStructianal a tivity: Thw :d1fferent cri-

be multiple, criteria ,4n

teria.
, . .

would probably be,invoked due to the complex interaction *occurring'
-..

nal' variables.betWeen teachtg toehayior, student charaeteristi4cS. and 5.ituati
" .

Therefore the identification of such criteria is necessary fo the .tudy of_,

the particular causes' of different cases of inappropriate' ins- ruction.

Inadequacy .ofachievement, gainsriterion. Perhaps the

tenon for apprOpriatenesi of instruction.is learning as tree
.#

achievement. Gen6rally, a test is administered at two po

.

-t ,convon crime. .

sdred 1$y gain Sii
. V

is in time. The
r°'

difference between the two test scores (or some vartatt such a residual -.

est score) is assumed to represent tilt lea ing that occurred Aurini;ized post-.

1

/4
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: the interim period. There ore: several problems with:this approach to the stUcir.
e, .

of appropriateness. First, no,Account is taken.of fluctuations in the student's"

level Of khOWledge, It is -normal for people to forget some ofwhat they learn

with the passage' of. time Therefore, the test-retest'apprn, wi'l'l. tend to

,pe less sensitive' to learning that occurs.earlier.in the interim. period than c
.1

.

410.it will tolearning that occurs later in the peridd,- That is, "early learning"'

:wills be measured as less learning than olateledring."

A second problem with .the test - retest approach ly mean

sure learning in the areas tested. Really appropriate instraction.probably

involves learning in a wide "Inge ofareas, perhaps,includiag many academid
.

content areas as well as'various aSpects of Sociddevelospent. It'would be

,

le

lb

A

unrealistic ,to attempt to test for" the edtire range Of poss4ble outcomes
I

limitations of-studdirttliime and endurance. _Therefore, instruction might look

good in terms of,the.test-retest evaluation simply becauie it focused on those

utcomeslhat-happene e- measured "rt--the'-test T-hiA

with test iteMs would seem to be- an extreffiely limited criterion for,approprt-
4r .

a'teness.
, * ,

A third,ant more fundamental problem with thetest7:retest approach Ties

the fact that it does not measure the ongoihoplearning itself. Rather; it

measures the effects.of learning in tdrms of.change in student-performance.

illerefore,,n6 account is obtained of the actual events` that comprise student

learning. The cause of suc?g#6r faiNre is left unknown, turthertofe; in '

o

this approach.no direct tie cad, be made between student-learning events and V

instru ctionallWentse Many things happen betWeen the tw tests,-and ttlis

,

impossible to determine with any confidence which of .the myriad occurrences

accounts\fdr.the chang in student achievement; The studentlearhing may even

save-occurred the st ent's dome, rather than at school. Alternatively, .

.
.

..' .

achtevement gains on a reading test might 'be the result of instruction
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received in a lapguage laboratory rather.than the regular reading class. There-

fore, tlie test- retest approach is of limited use in the study of appropriate '"

instruction.

WA- fourth problem with'the test-retest approach 4rits complete Sack of

heuristic 'slue:. No specification is made of the events or behaviors that

'.comprise student learning. 'Therefore, no theoretical implications are made-

for the skinds-Of:instrucfion.that would be appropriate antecedents to student

'I
,i4rning. Hence, ro useful model of learning and intuction is suggested by

\
the notion that learning involves a change in student achievement._

The ALTKlternative. As an_ alternative to using achievement gain as a

(or the) criterion for defining appropriate'instruction,:it is possible to

.conceptualize, and even, to measure, student learning as an ongoing behavioral
.

phenomenon} One example.of,such an alternative, currently being developed-at

Jar West Laboratory '(see'PrOPosal for Phase III-B, 1976), is Academic /'earning

in* (ACTT:: The ALTconstruct iS:1-firan-eaffiandreTatiVeTy crude Stage dr'.

8

'development., Nevertheless, it is possible to elabOrate this constrict to

expldre its potential as a set of criteria for dealing with, the issue of..

1. appropriateness of instruitiop. The ALT mocklconsists of three components:

1)the instructional in which the,studert is invoTved3 2) the cog =

1 k

' nitive behavior of the student; and, 3) the affectivebehavior of the student.

The instructional activity. The ippropriaten s of the statents in-
,

. ,

- . . .

structional activity for a given.outcome can be analyzed in terms of turricu-

slum theory. The major concern here is'to identify those activities that shoUld

opi'imize'a student's learning in a given content area, Activities may vary in

terms of the lower-order objectives that are presented as building-blocks_to

a higher-order objective. For example, the higher-order' objective, reading

skills, might be'attained through activities ihvolving lower-order phonic

skills, simple word recognition ("look-say" activities), or some combination.
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of the twa. Activities may also vary in terms of the sequence in which they

Are undertaken by students. Taxonomical,models of content goals or educational

objectives Might suggest that 'certain sequenceS'are more apprOpriate than others
1/4

(e., Bloom et al., 1956; Gagne, 1970). In addition curriculum activities

might vary in terms of underiyjng models of learning. For example; the student

',could receive a.direct presentation of the Concepts to be -learned, as,with an

expository approach, or the student couldbe involved in activities indirectly

related to the concepts, as in a discovery approach. Many other issues might

be-raised regarding the appropriateness of a student learning activity, for a

given outcome. However, it is sufficient for this discussion to concldde that .

one component of appropriate instruction is the instjuctional activity used.

The criteria by which one evaluates the appropriateness of instructional acti-

vities for particular learning objectives comprise one cluster of,criteria for

appropriate instruction.

-,7o§hitive.biffiVfor.
*

7NY apOoprritiness 6f-student aognitive-behavior

-,

comprises a second el diter of eriteria-for appropriate instruction.' Student

cognitive belivior refers, here, to.the particular cognitive responses of a
o

given student when involved in a given substantive activity. This cluster of

1 .

criteria consists of aptitude treatment interactions, where an individual

student's aptitude interacts with the "treatment° manifested by the instrikt

ional,activity. That is, the student's cognitive behavior can the appropriate

only when the,studeht is retpooding.within an activity that is matched to his

or her individual characteristics. .

The apOopriateness of a student's cognitive behavior can be analyzed in

terms of learnfng theory. M'astery theory (Bloom, 1976) would suggest that a

student will learn 'at an optimal rate only when working on a task for which

.

'he or she has acquired prerequisite skills. In addition, this theory would
.

1 suggest that students learning optimally will display correct response rates
1

4

r
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within a limited range, gehe ally at. the higher levels of accuracy. Other

bodies of learning theorY uggest that.students will acquire information more

4 readily. retain it,ove Ton6er.perisds of-dpoe when they receive that

information in preferr d medium4, such as tactile, pictorial, or verbal sources

(Cronbacti and Snow, 917). Th pr ferred learning medium is found to vary

across different dividuals. elaptnehtal- theory is also pertinent here.

Certain developme tal theorists; such'as Ptaget or Bruner,.contend that indi-

viduals matumin a stage-like grocess,. whet? new knOWledge4a14 skills canbe

s ,

acquired primarily in terms of the cognitive modes of one's current, stage
'

(c.f., Gage and Berliner, 1-975). For
e_

example, an infant might learn most

-readily through motoric interaction witkthmenvironttient, a young child might

learn more effectively through 'visual and imaginal modes, and an older child

or an adult might learn most effftiently-with symbalic.information and responses.

It is clear that an,aWesome body'of complex theory is available for '04

,

evaluation, of the,
!

appiopriateness'of,student cognitive behavior. A second 7-

cluster of criteria for appropriate instruction, thens is comprised of the

various approachestli the evaldafion af student-cognitive behavior.
We A

Affective behavior. The third cluster consists of criteria by.which

die can judge the appropriateness af Student affective behavior. Thesecrf-
-

teria involve the interaction,of,student affective characteristics with the

instructional "activity, as maniieste&bype affective tesponsps,,of an indi-

vidual

,

student fora givenactTvity.

q. The appropriateness of a student's affective'behavior Can be analyzed

in terms of various bodies of theory, such as-mot&ation.and self-concept . (-1
-

constructs. One.theory of achieipnent motivation, (McClelland; 1965, c.f.
. .

Atkinson and Feather, 1966), cont nds that individual characteristics inter-

act with task for activity) Charactettstics.tO:produce the motivational re-

sponte.probabilitiet for that SersorOn that' situation. FolL example, if the'

0 ,
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individual has a high desire, to succeed (rather than a higher

an intermedia

diligently anc

likely to complete the task successfully (i.e., will be mbre 1

something)..

and is involved in a challenging activity (with

of success), then that person will tend to work

fear of'failure)

e,prohabilty,

will be more

kefy,to learn

Many other-theories are available for the explanation of student affect-
.

ive' behavior in a learning activity, where student personality haracteristics

are seen as interacting with features,of the instructional -anti ity'(e:g. see

Coopersmith, 1959). Thei7provide a wealth of possible criteria
1

forlthe.appro-

. , , t .

priateness of
,

student affective,behavior An a learning situation. V -

, V .
-

Procedures for meastrins ALT.'bThe discussion, to this point, hAs beeil
,

c
confined ,to rather general, even vague considerations of the theoretital poss.;

.4F

"ilaities for a model of ongoing learning behaviors comprised of the three

clidrers of criteria described above. It is-hoped that theSomewhat c de

procedures currently-used-atthe-
.

6+.

,..1,

. Learning Time (ALT-) can-now be briefly presented without prejudicing the4',
,

It.

,

reader to believe that this ALT model is.restricted by the urisophistication
. .'1

that accompanies its early'stage of development.
. ,

The'existing ALT model consists of one variable used'to assess each of

the three clusters of criteria for apprdpriate ongoing student learning be -,

havidr. The aPpropriatenesslkthe i6structional'activity'for a given conten

outcome is measured by simply coding- the content categorg of that activity.

The more clgsely related the ontent'of the activity is to, the specified out

come; the more appropriate the activity' is considered to be for that outc
a ,

,

Hence, an instructional activity Involving sight.words with long vowe1s wou
. . ,

. .

be considered more apprdhriate for the learning of long vowel decoding,tha

would a lesson'on penmanship.

The appropriateness of a student's cognitive behavior is assessed i

16
. .11 ,-.. ,

.41_1
1
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.
. P"

.

-terms of the' §tudent'sstability to car 'Out the instruc4onal activity.

Another waytof describing -this. varia le is that it reflects the level of

,

difficulty of. the instructional activity for the individual student. Some '

I'

mixture Of intermediate and l,ow'lev1,ls o4 task difficulty are considerld to

indicate more appropriate student ognitive behavior. Therefgre, if thetask .

is so "difficult 'for a student ttta he or she is unable to respond correctly at
,

all', then the student's cogiitive behavioris considered inappropriate. The

mixture of, intermediate and lr levels ,ohlifficulty ids seen as reflecting.
.

,apprbpriate cognitive behavlior because this yloald 'tend tocinaicate that the

student is alternately challenged by new material and reinforced bypractice

or review- material,

The appropriateness. of a student's affective behavior is measured in

terms of the student's engOvent or active_ involvement in the instructional

actIVity. In' other woOds", If the stu4ent it attentively involved in-4, tasks
4

at:hand,' then it,is assumed that appropriate motivational and:attitudinal

conditions would account' fbr.this. in!olvement.4 If the sttvitertk,ignores or

-actively avoids the task-, then the 'affective 'response clf. the student is con-
` ;4, .

sidered to be, inappropriate. The relevance df engagement to the at propriate-

\

.

ness of ongoing learning is self-evident.
.

, .

'Tftree/i1T01,e.variables haVe been presented. Relatively straightforward,

11,,
, .

I

techniques fa?I'measuring ongoing student -b-ehOior in terms of these variables
A. . r, ..,

are currently :i4<use at Far West Laboratory., It should be clear ,that these

variables are only rudimentary precursors to a potentially highly elaborate,

instrumentation tO, assess ALT. Likewise, the cunrent 'model of ALT offers)

Only aglimpse of the highly sophisticated conceptualization.'of ongoing

leAning -that. coul :developed: However, thq existing theory and instru-

ration -represent a r sonable beginning in. the development of Conceptual

and empirical criteria for'the apprbprtateness of instruction. The; idea of
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using ngoing.student.be6vior as the phenomenplogical 'focal point for the

.sdy o learning and instruction portends considerable explanatory power.

Appropriate instruction nitaist result im some kind of learning by the student.

Perbansi..\then, we should start withthe student when studying the appropri-

ateness ofinstruction.
,

f

.1 4

,
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CONCEPTION
ANO THE bEVE
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-13-

#

-OF APPROPRIATENESS
MENT OF INSTRUMENTATION

, ,

The thilee'views of appropriateness presented abovc inflUenced and were

ti

influenced by oqr observations Of cia srboms. As we:approached the.fteTd

study we had contracted to do, as par of Phase the 'view of appropri-
at k

'ateness,preseated'in Vievi Three tbok recedence. We chose, for example, to
,

.neasure the .content areas of:the mate j

difficulty ievel'for the student, and t
.Ak4

cations of appropriateness. Thus, cm

appropriateness, as,given in View Ar Wehope that the Phase III-B date

wilOrluminate this area of our conc BYuSing'ALT as 'a criterion for

appropriate teaching, this seemingly 11.141itative area .' concern becomes more-

tangible, and,, simultaneously,'more.lt ely to.be studiedwithian empirical

_

is the,student was working with, their-

e student's engagement rate as indi-
,

instrumentation reflects a view of

methodplogy.':We consider this a.decid

,:relieve in'the.importance of this kind

teaching and learning,

dly positive step. since we continue to

f variable in studies of classroom
. .

.

4

.44
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